
VFM-POST Floor to Ceiling Display Column
vav.link/vfm-post VFM-POST EU SAP: 9749523

Architectural aluminium pro�le
Works with Vision's heavy duty wall mounts (not included)
2400 mm (95") tall
Cable management channel

Digital signage is such an essential element in retail design
now, so AV system designers are seeking eye-catching
display arrangements. This product empowers maximum
creativity, giving the installation engineers who have to
implement the design a practical way of building it. 

On the surface this is a simple column to which displays
can be attached. But look closer and this product has many
clever design features that make it an incredibly useful
product.

Modular
The column comes in two 1500 mm (59") parts with a joiner, so it
comes in a manageable carton for easier transport.

Compatibility
Works with these Vision wall mounts:
VFM-W4X4
VFM-W4X6
VFM-W6X4
VFM-W8X6
VFM-W10X6

Camera Shelf
A small shelf is included. It can be used for video conference
applications in meeting rooms, or if you're using the column in
retail use the shelf to �x a security camera.

Multiple Displays
Fix any number of displays in landscape or portrait. The wall
mounts - purchased separately - are �xed to a slot on the column,
and can easily be adjusted up or down.  

Meeting Room Ready
Many meeting rooms have walls you can't �x a heavy
interactive display to. This column  provides a stable load-bearing
structure for installing a large display anywhere in the room.

Ceiling or Wall Fixing
The top can either �x to a wall or ceiling. 

Retail Ready
Perfect for shop front window displays, or any digital signage
application where you can get creative with displays.

Cable Management
An internal cable channel measures 60 x 75 mm (2.4" x 3.0"),
allowing space for power cables etc. 

Multiple Sides
Fix displays on any of the four sides. Note: the cable management
side takes a maximum of two displays.

Landscape or Portrait
Unleash your creativity to create eye-catching displays. 

SPECIFICATIONS
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
See image

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
1552 x 280 x 165 mm / 61.1″ x 11.0" x 6.5″

PRODUCT WEIGHT
12.2 kg (26.9 lbs)

PACKAGED WEIGHT
14.2 kg (31.3 lbs)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Aluminium

COMPATIBILITY
Works with these Vision mounts: VFM-W4X4 VFM-W4X6 VFM-
W6X4 VFM-W8X6 VFM-W10X6

COLOUR
Black

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

SAFE WORKING LOAD
150 kg / 330 lbs (combined weight of all displays)

ACCESSORIES


